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‘AP emerged as investment hub in ’23’ Context:
● AP has made considerable strides in

establishing itself as a prominent
investment destination hub in 2023.

● The year has seen the government taking
firm steps towards rapid industrialisation
and the MoUs translating into momentum
and investments pouring into various
sectors more so in green energy, food
processing, pharma and other industries.

● These initiatives had attracted investment
proposals worth around Rs 13 lakh crore
through more than 370 MoUs signed with
various industrial houses and investors at
the Visakhapatnam Global Investment
Summit.

State government mulls free travel in
APSRTC buses for women

Context:
● The Andhra Pradesh state government is

reportedly considering a proposal to
introduce free travel for women on buses
operated by the Andhra Pradesh State
Road Transport Corporation (APSRTC).

● This plan aims to empower women through
improved access to public transportation,
increase their safety and participation in
social and economic activities, and reduce
their financial burden.

Mahila University agreement with EUSAI Context:

● An MOU was signed between Sri
Padmavathi Mahila Visva Vidyalayam
Department of Physical education and
EUSAI Hyderabad

● The main aspects of this MOU are:
1. Promotion of University Sports
2. Providing a platform for Sports
3. Live telecast of University games and

sports events
4. Traveling expenses for selected

players for premier events.

41,868 students receive Jagananna Vidya
Deevena in Prakasam district

Context:
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● Jagananna Vidya Deevena is a financial
assistance scheme launched by the
Andhra Pradesh government

● In Prakasam district, a total of 41,868
students have received the benefit under
this scheme, highlighting its significant
impact on educational accessibility and
affordability.

Read about:
Navaratnalu schemes of AP
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